
Review - For V = Disk Centered at 8 do

- Barvinok's Method Truncated Taylor Series for (90(2)

PC2) = 3,+6,29---4C24
- For other 0, find polynomial map to

A Low creffs/derivatives at 0 known
↑11=0 PIII:)Pldisk of radius (S) CU

x Value at I wanted (approximately) and do the same to pop.

Thm: If simcentedregion Usa
↑exists because:

say fixed or
- Riemann mapping gives unpoly p

changing controllably
with m from disk to slightly shrunk U.

exists where p12) to on 22U, - Replace by Taylor series to make poly

- combine with linear map to get Polso&

on19(4))gefts enough for (199apois
P(1I+1. r-matchings

h

- Matching polynomial PC2) = [mz

X

·
"o", Thm: Roots of PC are

realm and selfmade
Today: Trick to get FPTAS

X
- Real-rootedness & Ig-concurity
- Intro to HDX view



for any fixed zapso/ple) on We will work with functions
Abounded - degree graphs has GEPTAS.

SGraphs ->

How do we remove the as that can be written as finite

linear combination:-Smarter way to compute

m
= Hk-matchings. *(G1:2), ind (HpG) +..-+ (wind (He(G)

*Brute-force:nOlu)

*Contel-Regts]: polecn ·
19) Example:

- f (G) = Avertices - ind)G)
- We only go up to signo

- f(G)= Hedges = ind (8,G) /2

- Works with
- f(G)= #2-matchings -

ind)H,G): Hinduced copies of (ind 188) 3ind):9).2x...] /24
I #in G

fixed graph
- Example: ind). 9) -Ledges in G.

·



The space of these functions is rich.
Proof:

-

Note that if I is connected

- Eig t ftg ind(Hc.) is additive

-Sig+= 5.9 - suppose f= [crind (HicG)
T

his is because
- Pice the disconnected It; with

ind (H,,G).ind (H2)G) = the smallest #of edges.

kind) HyH1G(+Ginb (HeAp4)+... ⑭D3H
- Then f (161) - f1A)-f(R) =C:-0.8

Call a function additive if

disjoint union.
-This means C1z0 ag

5(a,Gz) = =(G)+-(42)
key Observation: If it is connected,

Theorem: Additive functions only need
counting indittsG) can be done

connected graphs H; in

9)(G= ( ind (Ap4)+--AGind (A24)
in polyin) (Hil) time.



Proof: There are n.gUca)
many connected Thm: Additive 8 -Ecind (HisG) with

induced subgraphs & we can efficiently ↳= max(Hil. Naive ALG computes

enumerate them.
↓on G of size h

·fools>*

=>JALG' for fCG) runtime = n.184)

*S Proof: We can ignore all He not subgraph ofG
-<-
~

doubled bree Enumerate all induced subgraphs #,--m
connected subgraph sart from fewest to most wedges. n. Bocus

T

he doubled tree is Eulerian: Flourof
c=
f (H1)

length 2(2-1) 2z= = (H2) - c, ind (1, 42)
=>con, and subgraphs - subgraphs induced c = f(Hs)- 4ind (HyHt3) -(zind (H21+3)

·

by vertices of length 2(2-1) walks.
d Once we know all (i) we simply compute
8 (R)

#n. 12(2) .n. A ind(Hish) and face

-(G) = 2, ind(H4)+---x(mind (HmG).



How to use for #4-matchings? zen
A
not additive 2xitvices proces

key Idea. The matching poly is multiplicative 2 xi= (Exit2.xixj=p"col-2pPc
MeCG,4G) = :

me(G (mCG1+mCGpmCGel x-MCG1m(G)
ALG:

=>PG,+G2
-Compute x= - k1-18 moments of Go(2) = Pp(z). PCL)
*Each only needs a size 0(e) I;

so root moments are additive *Each is additive
& - Use reverse Newton identifies 60

Glx, x--ided with Exizroosan get first he crefts.

any fixed X.

Newton's Identities: Moments xx000....-4 are
For ↳19(2) takes time

polynomials of paco)s-.ple)(0) and poly(n) . 1 19(s), so SPTAS T

vice versa



Real-Rootedness & Log-concavity b" >49C =

We saw PC has real roots. MesMuMualO?s
↳matching poly

we needed this Remark: One can see this is proving ifThm: me 3 Mngmux & before, remember?
Proof: mean-value

C44,2+-+C,22 is real-rooted, then

↑ real-rooted =>p' real-rooted
f

is lg-concave.

I a degree E. Yil-,o
2pt) real rooted

↑ Remark: The reverse is false.
roobs inverted

8 g=placsuzd9()=> We now study another real-routed only

S = r(d2) = a+ 62+C22
↓

this time multivariate
(r+1Cr-9 =Math · . 16-2)!

b =mc · K!. (d-1)! Real-rootedness is the "dream" in
counting a

c =Mzi (k)!-d' sampling



Spanning Tree Polynomial More generally look at

pi=det)2.A, x --4 InAn)
P1,122123) =

where A 50. These define for
vane+ A;

2RzEsTLagUpSETetLaT OTP determinantal point processes (PPPp).
3

each term a spanning tree ↓technically a special case of PPPs.
-

PC is homogeneers of deg=not p = E MCS).T12i
- It has me variables

Thm: P= det)2,4,x--12mm where inTXDivinan

↳ is the Laplacian of edge; with MIS) x vol (5ViTizs)" for 181-4

row/coln removed.
Thm: Whenever Reki) So we have

Proof: This is the matrix-tree them.

Think of 2; as an integer counting det)[ziAi) =>a "parallel edges.
* Note: Any half-plane equivalent.



We will show a standard Marker chain - We call the time-reversal Do the

called down-up walk mixes rapidly up Operator U.

for DPPs a half-plane-stable dists. - Down-up walk: DDO=DU.

& drop elem U.a.r.

High Dimensional Expanders (16DX) S
↳bish

We will study these in detail, but si, Soz

for now a distribution me on

I I did sig = .o.n

I-K

Sij Sixj
W: add elemwip.XML)

<r]). () x(rel
mapsthini weighted hypergraph

- More generally DazetIR
- spanning brees: n = Hedges in G so (me) to unit, random Te (S).

x = Averts-1 in G
- We call pale alternatively -

Mspecific

- Noise operator, DEIR(*)
x (n)

down DISITi = 90isInf.
Def. M is HDX when Duel contracts

24-divergence.



Plan: M = DDOs/spanning trees
= : "det(A) det.) *B*-iP)

&Pu1,-12n750 for Re(i(>0. for this to be zero i has to be

A

② Show is an HDX. eigenvalue of aB. But
S

N Symmetric
③ conclude fast mixing of DU. Symmetric matrices have real eigs.

BJ
Thm: For any pi=det/2z; Ai) with Aib For Fun Corollary:

we have to for Reki(>o.
Let an = #5.brees with deglv)=1.

Proof. We take A; yo and take limits.
T

hen an is lg-concave:
Assume 2

= ag+ibj. Then a?Gc+9x+1

22 Ai =(2A;)+i ([d) Proof: Plug >e42 for ev and FetI

A is symmetric ps"D. for ear. We get real-rooted poly.

det (A+B)= det(A).det(ItiAYB**) Any I 12o lies in a halfmewith,an


